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TUONTITUKKU HENRY ISOPAHKALA WHO CAN TAKE AN
INDIVIDUAL AS AN EYE STICK AND ACT AGAINST THE LAWS
WHICH IS VERY NORMAL SAUL NINISTÖN IN FINLAND WHERE
TAX REVENUE ALLOWS ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES IN BUSINESS

Henry Isopahkala's product wholesale company whose employees always charge me overpriced
products, which I have noticed when I check the price myself. Since this has not only happened once, I
pointed this out to the seller that you are intentionally giving me false prices, to which he just giggles
back.

You can't buy an electrical cord that ends in half a meter from this company because their cash
register doesn't recognize half a meter.

I have taken my Makita drill to an import wholesaler at the beginning of December because it broke
and it has a warranty and I haven't heard about it by 13.1. I heard that the drill had to be sent for
maintenance, which takes a month. I informed Henry that as a consumer I am not suitable for such
eternal maintenance that Isopahkala's company wants to apply with me, leaving me completely
without a tool for months. The worst thing of all here is that Finland, where entrepreneurs are
protected so much that in practice they can act however they want, as evidenced by the fake
kidnapping of Minna Nurminen, a relative of media mogul Antti Juhani Herlin, and it is a big question
mark what else a machine elevator millionaire is doing with his own piles of money when they can be
used to buy Juha Keep quiet that Minna Nurminen gets to flaunt her fake kidnapping in public.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/fake-kidnapp

YLIVIESKA CHURCH BURNING
If this activity of Henry Isopahkala's company is looked at from a broader perspective, i.e. by
extending it to the medical care side, specifically in Ylivieska, where the church burned down in 2016.
If people like Henry Isopahkala and the workers he has successfully hired into his company would
work on the medical care side with such motives, the church burning in Ylivieska would no longer be
so unclear. case. It is quite clear that some people can burn down the church in their rage when they
are the target of the deliberate actions of Henry Isopahkala and his employees, where the customer is
deliberately given wrong prices and acts against the warranty conditions, i.e. by sending the product
for months for maintenance.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/ylivieska-church-burn
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It is quite clear that if people like Isopahkala and his employees have settled in a Finnish hospital,
these deliberate deaths can be carried out there if necessary in the name of accidents or just any
other explanation, such as how you can't put half a meter in the cash register, etc.

From what I myself have studied of these unclear cases in Finland, it is quite clear that the
background of the Finnish cases is precisely such unfair actions by Henry Isopahkala and his company
towards individuals for which the Finnish state does not offer any legal countermeasures...and why
would it when it already sends "no- wanted" coalition MPs to the African countries managed by Jutta
Urpilainen to be murdered.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/operation-linden-s-trip

TUONTITUKKU IMPORTS THAT SHOULD BE OVERSIGHTED BY AN IMPARTIAL AUTHORITY
Tuontitukku that is capable of the kind of behavior I have come across in its business activities will
certainly cause anger and a desire for revenge in some people, especially when our rule of law does
not offer any kind of intervention in its activities, just as it does not offer help to our problem citizens
for what they have to experience in our country's medical care, where they are killed by bad
treatment and intentional by means of damages.

Tuontitukku, if it were to expand its operations to the medical care side, would only produce broken
patients and clients sent home to wait for death, which is unfortunately true in Finnish healthcare,
where tuontitukku would do at least as well.
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